SEED NOTES 2007-2008
Dear friends,
I reveal my thanks & wishes for working with me for the past 9 years
to progress the life of SEED children and youth.
During 1999-2007 years, SEED produced 1 BL graduate, just about 54 arts & science
students and 16 people in diploma and technical Trade. It adds proud to SEED. Among
them 14 UG, 8 PG students are studying their studies out of SEED. One registered his
PhD. I am happy to hear that many of them are working in various places.
In karumbalai, of the effort of SEED and inspiration 4 police constables, 2 village
administrative officers works in government and many are preparing for government
jobs according to information. SEED youth, volunteers encouraged to build a new way
to SEED while 2006-07.then it performs better with government approval under legal
registration. SEED senior volunteers recorded a very important role in growth of SEED.
SEED – Reports 2007-08 (9th year)
SEED students’ achievements in schools and colleges
P.Saravankumar (XI) won 1st prize for best result in 10th STD at his school level.
SEED children are aiming to learn at least one folklore dance, it resulted that children
won lot of prizes in school level dance competition.
Azhagiri (XII) donated blood to a patient.
Saranya Devi (college-I) won 1st prize in college level essay writing competition on
environment.
Murugapandi, Muniyasamy participated in mimicry competition and won prizes in
college.
SEED aided volunteer Balamrugan approved in college lecturer exam.
District level
C.Karpagajothi (XI) won prizes in district level essay writing competition.
M.Suresh Rajan (XII) triumphed in athletics.
Nagalakshmi (XII) achieved championship in fencing competition.
Manikaraja (VIII) got 3rd prize in district level chess champion.
Balaji (VII) got placed in district hockey team.
Karthik Raja spoke in the topic of health & hygienic in district meeting of FCMRP.
Zonal level
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P.Pandiyarajan (XI) got selected for journal representative of FCMRP.
State level
A Rally was held to encourage Vikki for getting special place in Indian culture.
FCMRP meeting was occupied by 10 children, 3volunteers.
Volunteer K.Anbarasan took part in the summer placement work at Trichy.it is a thing
to be noted that he has settlement 4 missing children to their parents safely.
Student Saravanpriya got placed in state beach volleyball team.
A meeting was held to appreciate the SEED volunteer Arun for participating at state
level fencing.
National level
A.S.Karthik Bharathi and grew of 3 volunteers participated & admired in Asha National
conference.
In CESCI National drama fest, SEED children took part and were treated in high
esteem.
Volunteer Arun was participated in the national level short put for the physically
challenged on behalf of, he was encouraged for the participation (while studying BL, he
formed a forum for the physically challenged).
At the year of 2007-08,SEED have fulfilled comprehensive activities. It was only with
the support of 16 SEED volunteers’ sacrifices and involvement. SEED has conducted
the following events to improve the youth & children life:
Five day camp-1, training camps-15, workshops-10, speeches-20, field trips-10, small
trips-15, other state exposures-2 kerala, pandicharry via these events 180 children have
reaped the benefits at utter true.
16 events were organized to have a relationship and get together with SEED of parents,
public and supporters. This year many kinds of professors, scholar and engineers about
60 people visited, cheered us, 21 foreign friends, great persons visited SEED.
3 cycles were provided in a cyclic order to students.4 ninth STD students were
promoted to write 10th exams privately to lift up their educational qualification.2 0f
them succeed in exams.4 tenth STD students were promoted directly to the XII exams,
one has won.
25 HSC students were provided with educational expenses, 18 college students were
provided with educational expenses.18 volunteers are working in evening classes, we
succeed 80% in making a complete library.
Via SEED Thenkoodu children bank, interest in saving was directed. They saved
Rs.8262/- and the amount was distributed to the children.
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SEED youth bank savedRs.19200/- and it was distributed. Via vanmugil cultural club
recorded a profound awareness on folklore arts among children.
SEED has contacts of 300children, 100 supports, 150 children, and well-wishers
through 6-printed magazine monthly twice.
SEED took the responsibility & organized FCMRP district meeting. This year, the
Hindu, Dinamalar, Dinakaran, Tamizhlmurasu are daily newspapers had published
news as praising the work of SEED and local channels are also telecasted news.
Then, SEED finished 2007-08 auditing successfully, after a big toil, it got 12AA
permission.
For past 2 years, SEED did not influence or recommend for the admission the youth,
children in schools and colleges. Every one tried their own and got placed, it is a
notable achievements of SEED.
For various good activities, SEED was awarded with 7 prizes from 7 other
organizations.
FPCP - Forum for promotion of child participation.
FCMRP - Federation for child movement of rights to participation.
SEED has being kept contacts of above 500 children.

2008-09 SEED 10th year beginning
This year it has a significant goal to share the chances, come via SEED
education, with out disparities. SEED has admitted children in 10th STD who are slow
learners. Mostly the children are discriminated in the view of caste, religion and
economy. Now we have to add one more thing to it that only ranking, scoring children
get the supports, prizes, concessions and appreciation from the social workers,
schools, magazines and organizations.
This is resulting, as education is a chance if children have economic
wealth. It makes discrimination in all sorts, they are changing in to deprived to get
education.
SEED had twenty 10th STD students, who are dalit, which means a low cast
community and slow learners, 1st generation students for 10th STD from their family.
Six of them failed in SSLC, 10 got passed, and 4 are getting ready to write re-exam in
June privately. SEED works to grow both failed & passed children uniformly. Failed
students get ready for the next attempt (it emphasis on the dalit enlistment strongly).
In karumbalai the year of 2003, Sathiskumar scored 469 marks in SSLC
examination (Tamizh medium). A student Anish Fatima has beaten this record with
earned 470 marks in the year 2008 (English medium). Then Saranya a student gained
453 marks and Balamurugan got 452.Samundeeswari achieved 437 marks in English
medium. SEED congratulated them and gave guidance for HSC scored.
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SEED have guided 4-elder brothers of these 4 successors. Sikkandhar Batcha is the
brother of Anish Fatima who got 470 marks.
Arunkumar is the brother of Saranya who gained 453 marks. (He is an academic prize
holder in 10th school level).
Marimuthu is brother of Samundeeswari who achieved 437 marks. It is a thing to be
proud that they are SEED members. The successors were trained during the exams.
Sikkandhar & Marimuthu faced their 10th, 12th government exams privately with the
guidance of SEED special coaching.
Ramakrishnan is the brother of Balamurugan, was directed to join Engineering
course. Arunkumar have coupled in 1st B.sc zoology in the American college. I
stopped Saranya’s marriage temporarily and rooted to continue her study. This made
that she studies science education in Ocpm School. Saranya’s marriage decision is not
in the hands of her brothers Premkumar & Arunkumar. It is a main matter to talk
elaborately one can solve this problem who has the real care and heart.
SEED students have been joined in government and corporation schools for 10th, 12th
education. This year, +2 students are 12 of studying Biomaths, general mechanics,
computer science, accounts, histories are studying in government schools, and
government aided schools. In Karumbalai and Thathaneri Thangaraj-1037, Maruthu
Pandi-1002, Muthumani-962 has got marks in XII STD.
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SEED – college going students’ details.
2008-2009 SEED 10th year
Name

Subject

Course

Year

Institute

K.Anbarasan

Social work

MA

PG-II

American college

P.Periyasamy

Engineering

BE

UG-III

MAVMM

R.Karthik

Social studies

BA

UG-III

American college

P.Saranya Devi

Zoology

BSc

UG-II

Meenakshi college

M.Amutha

English

BA

UG-II

Meenakshi college

P.Muniyasany

English

BA

UG-II

Thiyagarajar college

S.MurugaPandi

Social studies

BA

UG-II

American college

O.Manikandan

Engineering

BA

UG-II

PSY college

M.Suresh Rajan

Social studies

BA

UG-I

American college

M.Sivagurunathan Social studies

BA

UG-I

American college

R.Baskar Raja

BSc

UG-I

MKU college

O.Mohan

Tourism, hospitality
Management
Tamil

BA

UG-I

American college

K.Azhagiri

Tamil

BA

UG-I

American college

R.Gowsalya

Physics

BSc

UG-I

MKU college

C.Arunkumar

Zoology

BSc

UG-I

American college

N.Ramkumar

English

BA

UG-I

Thiyagarajar college

M.Maruthupandi

Engineering

BE

UG-I

Waiting for admission

S.Sulthan
Alavutheen
S.Muthumani

Electrician

Technical Ist year
Trade
BSc
UG-I

Information
Technology

Loyala ITI
Thiyagarajar college

Other than, 3 youth have applied for college studies. In Karumbalai SEED alone, 22
college students are there (21 UG + 1 PG). This year only 25 go to college with the help
of SEED. Amongst them, there are 24 students who are1st generations go to college
from their families. Only one student drop out SEED but he continues college studies.
(He was in Pudhuyugam editorial board for two months, he worked very well). One was
drop out due to burden of education and one student has applied for June examination.
one has decided to study +2 again. SEED has been maintained educationally deprived
students.
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In the midst of 25 college students, SEED has only 3-girl volunteers, gives unhappiness.
In the new academic year, 12 HSC children are participating in SEED daily activities.
Next year (2009-10) 3 will become 7 and it will raise 15 in 2010-11, is hopeful
information.
Except the engineering students, all the students are studying in government, govrnment
aided colleges. It is better to study the engineering courses with the help of government
expnses. SEED curiously help to get bank loans to obtain up engineering studies, as an
encouragement. SEED follows the compulsory basic education from 1st to 6th STD as
per G.O. students from 7th to 9th STD showed result about 90%.

Now SEED start this year with great excitement sand guidelines
To get equal chances via education
To destroy the image that English education only gives esteemed life.
To make awareness to defeat the evil practices in the name of child education and
English education in our region.
To identify and help the real poor and needy people on economic basis.
To make relation ship with the small government, aided schools and colleges.
To record the history of the youth really born in karumbalai and the poor economic
background and grown in karumbalai.
To help slow learners.
To remove the evil practices in educational system and principles in the name of help.
Doing services like providing quality education in Tamizh medium with full-hearted
mind.
To save disadvantaged children.
To analyze about the help providers, parents, & children which makes extravagaent,
problems in relationships and family?
To investigate the situation making gaps between children and family in the name of
help.
To research why the parents hates free education those who wants free services and
commodities.
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To analyze the children ideology and psychology who won their goals with their own
efforts with out any educational background. (An individual promised that he will help
five +2 students in thathaneri but he did not help them. One of them is a physically
challenged student. They joined in colleges by their self-efforts in their desire courses).
Even a Great people also forget their schools that he studied in government expenses in
government schools. (However, Abdul kalam also went to well-equipped schools and
colleges during his tenure of period and also now. It is a thing to feel worried. As a
government server, he has to feel that it is our duty to motivate the government schools
and students). It is our humble request.
All though the parents emphasized on education, early marriage is going on. This year
PhD scholar students’ sister got married. Followed by 2 girls marriage is going to be
held in karumbalai. SEED is under the process to reason out for these early marriages
through various analogies.
Coming years SEED is going to do this jobs soulfully and morally.

Thanks for your support and kind
Documentation & writing team,
M.Mansurali BSc
K.Anbarasan MA
R.Karthik BA
C.Arunkumar BSc
C.Karpagajothi
With love,
A.S.Karthik Bharathi,
Founder SEED holistic education centers,
Managing trustee,
MADURAI SEED.
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